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ABOUT HEAL THE PLANET GLOBAL ORGANISATION-HTP
Heal The Planet is a Non-Governmental Organization with its frontier Head Quarters in
Namasuba Hill, Entebbe Highway, Kampala-Uganda (East Africa). HTP is permitted &
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Incorporated as Non-Governmental Organisation-NGO in Uganda with Registration No 11158,
HTP also holds Special Consultative Status with United Nations that enables it sit in UN
Conventions in New York, Geneva, Vienna and other countries where UN Meetings are held as
well as table issues before UN of global concern.
HTP further is also a member of several Organization Fraternities in China, Russia, European
Union, Latin, South & Central America, Africa, Australia & Asia
HTP was found by vibrant people around the world backed by the desire to transform the
Planet in terms of Promoting Peace, Agitating for Global Security, Extending Education services
to the needy, Relief Aid, Human Rights Advocacy, Environmental Conservation, Combating,
Preventing and Control of use of Biological, Nuclear, Chemical & Physical Warfare, Fighting
Spread of Viruses & Diseases, Ensuring Food Security, Provision of Health services amongst
others.
INCOPORATION

We have undertaken several programs that include;
The HTP Gomer Project is an Initiative we started in 2016 to address the issue of Prostitution
as one of the contributory factors to increasing HIV Prevalence/spread and moral decadency.
Gomer is derived from the famous Biblical Prostitute whom Prophet Hosea was told to marry
and because even prostitutes (sex workers) wouldn’t prefer calling them so, we opted for this
name. It’s therefore a Project under HTP Women Department.
These prostitutes often time are harassed in several ways such as rape, failure to pay them by
some of their customers, operate in harsh extreme cold weather capable of causing serious
illnesses to them, subjected to police arrests and brutality, some die in ritual sacrifices,
misunderstandings amongst themselves, unwanted pregnancies, loss of dignity and tarnishing
the image of places amongst others.
The major factors for the increasing number of sex workers is due to extreme poverty levels,
unemployment, school drop outs, peer pressure, depression, lawlessness amongst others.
Project Justification
Prostitution has left so many families split, increased the spread of HIV, high abortion rates,
producing of bustard children and loss of moral fabric. The HTP Gomer Project therefore will
start projects and actions aimed at addressing several of these issues and finding remedies.
Project Target HTP targets vulnerable school going young women , sex workers and former
prostitutes suffering from HIV/AIDS to benefit from education, equipping skills/ vocational
training, discovering and improving their talents, offer access to counseling rehabilitation and
medical services, offering legal services to those arrested, detained, prosecuted and
imprisoned, taking care of their children amongst others.
The project has the following objectives;
1- To get prostitutes out of the streets and areas of operation.
2- To rehabilitate them, giving them counseling, offer free HIV testing and medical care.
3- To create employment opportunities for them, equip them with skills like computer,
hairdressing, tailoring, film production, music career, sports, catering etc.
4- Offering legal support and advocacy to them as well as fight for their basic rights.
5- To restore hope in those children born and living with HIV for a better future.
6- To provide immediate treatment and medical care to the patients in the communities
7- To provide education services to the children of sex workers.
8- To support families stricken with extreme poverty.
9- To provide communities with free condoms, ARVs and family planning services to the
people in the community.

Activities
1- Identifying key spots where sex workers operate for stance already we know of
Najjanankumbi, Kibuye, Speke Rd, Makindye, Kabalagala, Luwum Street, William
Street, Kisenyi, Bwayise, Katanga-Mulago, Lukaya-Masaka, Mukono town, Jinja Town,
Fortportal, Mbarara, Gulu, Soroti, Tororo, Mbale, Entebbe..
2- Free HIV testing and counseling.
3- Awareness and sensitization communities through drama, community radio talk
shows, workshops & seminars.
4- Provision of aid and voluntary support to the victims.
5- Distribution of condoms and family planning methods like pills.
6- Construction of vocational schools, Computer learning center, vocation training and
film/ music production studios, saloon..
7- Construction of home to rehabilitate them.
8- Starting agriculture farm to support the project.
MORE ACTIVITIES

TALKS WITH GOVERNMENTS & INTERNATIONAL SUMMITS

HTP REFUGEE PROGRAM
VISIT TO YUMBE, NEAR BIDIBIDI REFUGEE CAMP FOR CHARITY

CHAMPIONING GLOBAL PEACE

HEAL SOUTH SUDAN & MEETING THE PRESIDENT H.E SALVAR KIR WITH HTP VICE PRESIDENT

DONATIONS

CONSERVING AND RE-GREENING OF KAMPALA’S MAKINDYE DIVISION.
RATIONALE OF THE WORKSHOP

The Natural Ecosystems Uganda's capital city, Kampala, is presently critically endangered. A
recent meeting of HTP with local community members indicated a relatively large and
contiguous number of trees are being lost to the city's expansion and improvement efforts.
The KCCA and the National Environment Management Authority are enthusiastic about
maintaining the natural vegetation and have an established and respected presence in the
area. In contrast, natural trees in Kampala have long been subject to heavier destruction due
to the city's growth and development. Then, which is well-funded through payments from the
hydropower project. The globally unique indigenous tree-species in Kampala is a high
conservation priority due to its regional flagship status, rarity and the continued threat to their
survival, causing significant declines in estimated population size since its discovery in
1992. The HTP’s Local Working Group, in August 2015 identified conserving natural trees and
regreening on the border area between as the highest priority area for conservation in Bugiri.
According to the Local Environmental Working Group instituted by HTP, the principal threat to
Kampala's ecosystem is the fast unmanaged urban development. Recent estimates suggest
that over 3,500 indigenous trees are eliminated annually to allow for physical development in
Kampala. Given that the city is fast expanding, only more than one half to one quarter of the
3.2 million indigenous trees estimated in 1992 now remains, in several isolated subpopulations. Driven largely by illegal development, tree cutting predominantly occurs through

incidental and indiscriminate action and perhaps to a lesser extent by government programs.
Such considerations introduce community driven conservation and tree planting as the
preferred cost effective way for sustainably managing natural genetic resources. Based on the
needs, requirements and priorities of Kampala, and closely linked to national development
plans, HTP would like to increase tree coverage in Kampala beginning with Makindye Division
as a pilot area.
Information on the status of natural genetic tree resources is still fragmented, and reliable
data, if available, are seldom gathered according to common objectives or standard
methodologies. Information may accumulate under various local or national programmes, and
is available in national reports on plant genetic resources, biological diversity status and action
plans, forest inventory publications and so on. Lists of threatened or endangered plants,
including trees and shrubs, are also generally available at the country level. Although
government has developed mechanisms to conserve and increase tree population in Kampala
city, emphasis has mostly been put in the metropolitan area and not the suburbs.
Local land owners undoubtedly have some impact on the city's woodlots especially now that
the law permits private land ownership; this has resulted in a continuous degradation and in
totally unplanned and uncontrolled manner. But it is unknown to what extent local people are
actually decimating natural tree coverage in Kampala. In many areas, property owners are
making an attempt to plant some trees, although road sides, which is considered public
resource, remain generally bear. Recent surveys have shown that communities in Makindye
have shifted from subsistence farming to commercial rice growing as a favoured livelihood
activity. Efforts targeted at conserving the natural resources must therefore consider all of
these issues to effectively combat the destruction of the city’s natural vegetation.
The loss of natural vegetation is also a threat to animal species (such as birds, small wild
mammals e.g the fox, squirrel and monitor lizards e.t.c). This has resulted in a continuous
degradation and in totally unplanned and uncontrolled manner. Examples include erosion of
soils, the decline in their fertility, falling quality and availability of water, unregulated and
uncontrolled encroachment of wetlands, bush encroachment and unregulated felling of trees.
However, the area are yet to receive government funding to provide the resources and
capacity required to establish appropriate enforcement and protection levels.

MORE ACTIVITIES

UN Chief in Uganda Rosa Malango Meets HTP President Kivumbi Earnest Benjamin
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HTP President Addressing UG Parliament
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HTP Friends
US Ambassador H.E
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HTP President Kivumbi Personality

HTP Campaigns

Donating Blood-HTP President

More HTP Programs

International Pastors Fellowship https://chat.whatsapp.com/1ZokXyqVjhGKDzCQFwH7yk

International Pastors Fellowship-IPF Is an Initiative of Heal the Planet Global Organisation-HTP
to bring together Ministers of the Gospel around the World with a Theme Iron Sharpens Iron.
This Fellowship gives platform for Pastors, Prophets, Apostles, Evangelists, Bishops... to discuss
keys of the kingdom and lift one another. Some may be personal needs that can solved and
equally networking among others.

We conduct seminars, International Conferences and Retreats for Pastors as well securing
them doors to preach around the world and develop themselves materially and financially.

Media & Events

Former Vice President H.E Gilbert B Bukenya with HTP Team in Press Conference at Hotel
Africa on Tue 18th Sep 2018 on upcoming Senior Citizens Convention slated Mon 29th Oct
2018

I am A Journalist https://chat.whatsapp.com/KxF3Agl6emxHYk5UgXMtUS
Iam A Journalist-HTP Initiative

I am A Journalist is an HTP Initiative that connects and brings together journalists (Reporters,
News Anchors, Analysts, Correspondents, Freelance, Writers, Editors, Producers, Presenters,
Talk show Hosts..) and all media practitioners around the world. It’s a platform that defends
the profession and field of Mass Communication & Journalism as well as Media Interests. The
rights of Journalists, Legal Services, Advocacy and Annual International Journalism Awards to
honor and recognise the work of journalists around the world.
Many have risked their lives in war torn, conflicts, disaster affected areas and work in tough
conditions with little pay and no insurance some times. In spite of their continuous fighting for
others and lifting others from grass to being stars, many journalists swing in abject poverty
and face all kinds of threats while conducting their work.
It’s upon this back ground that Heal The Planet Global Organisation started an initiative and
platform to appreciate and bring together journalists regardless of any media houses they
work for or umbrellas and organisations they subscribe to. There's a Whatsp group already
created by +256773137566 https://chat.whatsapp.com/KxF3Agl6emxHYk5UgXMtUS, Twitter
& Facebook group page/ group www.facebook.com/IamAJournalist.

Senior citizens https://chat.whatsapp.com/8TOMn7LAep2DSKhYxKTxNV

Senior Citizens is An initiative of Heal The Planet Global Organisation-HTP to bring together
high ranking and senior citizens together. It’s a platform to enable them us discuss Global,
regional and National Matters regarding Economy, Media, Diplomacy, Security, Politics and
much more. No matter where we belong in terms of political, religious and tribal affiliation we
all have responsibility for our future as a nation and planet. This platform consists of Ex
officials, CEOs, Former and current Members of Parliament, Ministers, Professors, Top
Business Men and Women, Clergymen, Dons… We hope there shall be a constitution to govern
this platform, Board Members/ Structure and Activities and much more.
There’re already an Active Whatsapp Group with more than 230 Members, Facebook &
Twitter. We have been conducting meetings with these senior citizens.

Background
On 29th Oct 2018 the Uganda Senior Citizens Forum created by Heal The Planet Global
Organisation-HTP which began as Digital Social Media Platform (On Whatsapp & Facebook)
comprising of more than 200 influential personalities in the country from numerous Political,
Economic, Cultural, Academia, Religious, Cooperate and celebrity angles is going to mark two
years.
We have extended to other countries to hold similar platforms with the same notion, these
include Kenya, Tanzania, Burundi, Rwanda and South Sudan with arrangements for United
States of America, United Kingdom, Russia, China, South Africa and Norway underway.
https://chat.whatsapp.com/8TOMn7LAep2DSKhYxKTxNV (SENIOR CITIZENS UG)
https://chat.whatsapp.com/8oBNEXrOd3DJ2vtRcz07kG (SENIOR CITIZENS KE)
https://chat.whatsapp.com/3isB7It5KjWD2GxWOGaIGD (SENIOR CITIZENS TZ)
https://chat.whatsapp.com/3kUTiasJOG8BW1thd3nBaC (SENIOR CITIZENS RW)
What started by our own imagination, barked by the power of technology has greatly
impacted our lives and has brought us more closely than ever. From timeless distance, this
connection has meant us more benefits than regrets.
A number of Senior Citizens have written to us and others we have met in corridors of
powerful spheres have confessed that these forums are not only remarkable but a pivot of
decisions, voices and ideas that shape and set agenda of issues of national concern. Strong
men and women continue not just to post but shade true emotions of how much they should
be understood from the bottom of their hearts. This is what we thought about, this is what we
yearned when an idea of this platform was first incubated.
Along this journey we have seen some "left" from group actually real exiting of life equally of a
dozen of our Colleagues who have been part of us. The list include Members of Parliament,

senior government officials, celebrities and others. And while they're no longer with us, they
can presumably testify even in after life that indeed these platforms are changing our world.

HTP has held before two successful Summits for both Uganda & East Africa Pastors and
Business cooperates in the previous consecutive years at J& M Hotel Bwebajja on Entebbe
Highway Kampala Uganda. (https://hicginewsagency.com/2016/08/17/full-speech-of-h-eyoweri-kaguta-museveni-president-of-the-republic-of-uganda-at-the-1st-uganda-top-100pastors-retreat-jm-hotel-entebbe-06th-august-2016/)
https://www.newvision.co.ug/new_vision/news/1432023/born-agains-advised-improvesocial-services

As the Uganda forum on 29th October 2018 is
marking two years, we’re expecting more than 300
senior citizens to convene at a confirmed venue

which we requested Uganda President Yoweri Kaguta Museveni to offer to us for this summit
and also be a Chief Guest. The Twin Towers Conference Hall housing Offices of the President &
Prime Minister in Kampala, Uganda is where the first Senior Citizens Convention is going to
take place. HTP Team has been moving around East Africa to engage and invite some Senior
Citizens including Heads of State to attend the Uganda Convention and we’re optimistic that
they will come or send their representatives of high caliber.
The 1st Senior Citizens Convention and Launch of this forum which comprise of people who
subscribe to different political ideologies, faith, ethnicity but with a mission of building greater
Nations for now and the future no matter where they belong.
The day's Program/ Activities which include launching of Senior Citizens Membership Card (
With Security Features with suggestion to connect to GPS for monitoring in case of
authorization during movements of senior citizens in circumstances they need extra security
and other privileges as they may agree or propose), Signing of Peace Commitment Banner,
Dialogue, Presentations & Lunch Break or Cocktail Dinner.

HTP WORKPLAN FOR SENIOR CITIZENS CONVENTION IN 20 COUNTRIES.
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HTP CHRISTMAS OUTREACH IN KAMPALA GHETTOS 2018

HIV MESSAGE

OTHERS

AFTER HTP INTERVENTION
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